To investigate the effectiveness of signal processing by various host and network based intrusion detection systems.
INTRODUCTION
Detection System Evaluation data set was used. From these data sets, we have analyzed five different anomalies; three are Intrusion detection and network security is of increasing Denial of Service (DoS) attacks from the active data set, and significance in today's world. An exponential rise in the use of two are scanning anomalies taken from the passive data set. networks (and the Internet) has subsequently led to various The DoS attacks also include a distributed attack (DDoS) that types of exploits and malicious activities, each having its own uses many compromised hosts to launch an attack against a negative impact. Many organizations have faced attacks from single victim. The scanning anomalies are characteristic of unknown entities, with sometimes unknown motives. As the black hat hacking and worm activity. While various Intrusion reliance on network resources increases, so does the need to Detection Systems (IDS) [9] [23] use pattern matching secure them. There are various methods of monitoring for techniques to identify and block such anomalies, in this work intrusions in current practice; our work is based on a networkwe use a change point monitoring approach [24] aiming to based, signal processing approach. Network-based intrusion detect all types of anomalies, known or unknown. detection differs from host-based techniques in that a hostbased technique analyzes activities on the local host machine, There are two main contributions of this paper: to achieve a and is not concerned directly with the analysis of network real time wavelet analysis of network traffic, and to evaluate traffic. Both network-based and host-based techniques involve different wavelets for their performance on identifying network sampling of available data, preprocessing, pattern matching anomalies like Denial of Service (DoS) attacks, floods and port and/or transform analysis, and policy based actions. The feature scans. The first objective was achieved by the Waveman of pattern or signature matching approach is the identifying framework we developed. Then, after different wavelet filters feature: based on known models, current data can be evaluated were designed for use in Waveman, the second objective is against them to flag alerts. However, in the case of an unknown achieved by using two metrics, namely percentage deviation anomaly, this approach is ineffective. On the other hand, the and entropy, to evaluate these wavelet filters when they are feature of the signal processing approach is monitoring the applied on the two data sets containing a variety of anomalies.
point of change, applying transforms to the data and flagging It has been discovered that ethernet traffic exhibits selfevents based on thresholds, and it is the approach that we adopt similarity in nature [16] , from which stems the reasoning that in this work.
the aggregation or decomposition of a network traffic signal contains similar amount of "burstiness". Thus, a few samples (1998, 1999, 2000) in a series of data sets Zone) is the non-trusted network, in which the public created at MIT, under a DARPA sponsored project to evaluate production servers are located. Rules are defined regarding the intrusion detection systems, and to guide research directions. flow of traffic between the LAN and the Internet, the DMZ and Then, the mean PD per analysis is calculated as To pinpoint the aforementioned attacks, we referred to the n attack database (MIT), and manually searched through the raw PDavg ZPDi / n data (ERI). Once the start and end points for the required attacks were established, the trace files were cut close to those points using tethereal, to obtain a new trace containing a few wher lnit wi sze. Thus, fo val trace whi isN minutes of traffic leading up to the attack, the attack itself, and samples long, we have (N-n) PD values. A PDes value is a few minutes of normal traffic after the attack. The number of calculathe eachan. t g sample points was calculated for each trace. basis of the evaluaton. Next, the wavelet filters were designed. LastWave came 2) Entropy with Daubechies 3 and Coiflet wavelets with arbitrary lengths.
In addition to percentage deviation, we also use an entropyThese wavelets were modified to fit our framework. Each based method [5] to evaluate the performance of wavelets. wavelet listed above was designed with varying lengths.
Entropy is a type of information measure of disorder in signals and systems. A spontaneous change in a system disperses Finally, the necessary options were set in the framework energy and increases its entropy. While the measurement of (the wavelet to use, window length, etc), and the analysis was entropy is limited within the probability density function, one started. At the same time, the attack traffic was replayed over can extend the measure of information via the definition of the an interface. All testing was done on an isolated network; none Renyi information as follows: of the involved traffic was forwarded to any other network. Analysis began after waiting for the window to fill with H1(x) ( logrfr(x)dx 0<r<-o,r.l samples (60 samples, 5 minutes). Thereafter, for the duration of H -r the attack, the window was analyzed, the 1st, 2nd and 3rd wavelet coefficients noted, and then the window was slid Note thatrr 1 corresponds to the definition ofthe classical forward one sample. Once the trace was complete, the analysis entropy In order to consider general measure of information, and traffic replay were manually stopped. At this point, the we substitute r 3, such that the value of the function does not results were saved, the wavelet parameters and/or the attack need to be limited to between 0 and 1. For a discrete series of n traffic changed for the next iteration, and the analysis was samples,theentropyHisgivenby started again. Thus we analyzed a total of 13 wavelets (4 COIF, V. EVALUATION RESULTS During the analysis, it soon became evident that the first D. Evaluation Metrics and second coefficients (corresponding to analysis at the first In order to evaluate the performance of various wavelet two octaves), had the sufficient information we require; any functions on detecting different types of anomalies, we employ larger coefficients generally contained too sparse information two metrics, namely percentage deviation and entropy.
to be of any value. Hence, for simplicity and clarity, we refer to 1) Percentage Deviation just the first two coefficients for the remainder of this work. deviations at all other locations. This feature of good localization in time, along with low mean deviation values in the first plot, NP.DAUB.2.11.NM refers to a NP attack, compose the characteristics of a good wavelet for this kind of analyzed using the DAUB wavelet of length 11 samples. In analysis. Note that although the MORE wavelets (Figure 4. (d) ) addition, the data corresponds to the second coefficient of the attain low mean deviation values, they do not exhibit good analysis, and is normalized. Again, a better wavelet will show localization in time, hence are not considered to be appropriate a large deviation at the locations of the anomaly start and end, for these analyses. Hence, we consider the ability of the filter to with minimum deviations at all other locations. The start and exhibit favorable characteristics such as low number of false end points of the anomalies have been marked by rectangles. positives and negatives.
In [7] , an indication of the lengths of the filters affecting the C Results Based on Entropy analysis has been suggested. Here, we demonstrate the varying The evaluation results of using the entropy-based method as characteristics of the lengths of the filters. It can be noted that explained in IV.D.2 are shown in Figure 6 . For this analysis, non uniform characteristics are displayed for the same wavelet, the window length was taken as one minute, and entropies were but with different lengths. In the case of the better performing calculated for this window, analyzed every five seconds. All COIF, we increased the length of the filter to up to the window the wavelets were analyzed, against the Neptune attack. Figure  size, 
